ABSTRACT A detailed description of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)/unidentiÐed infrared band (UIR) mechanism is presented in which experimental spectral bandshape functions are used to simulate IR emission spectra for individual molecules. These spectra are additively superimposed to produce a conglomerate spectrum representative of a family of PAH molecules. Ab initio vibrational frequencies and intensities for nine PAHs (neutral and cationic) as large as ovalene are used in conjunction with measured bandshape and temperature-dependent redshift data to simulate the UIR bands. The calculated spectra of cations provide a closer match to the UIRs than do those of the neutrals. However, the PAH cations used in the simulations fail to reproduce the details of the UIR emission spectra. The discrepancies are potentially alleviated if both larger PAHs and a greater number of PAHs were included in the simulation.
INTRODUCTION
The interstellar unidentiÐed infrared bands (UIRs) are observed in emission toward sources in which interstellar dust is irradiated with UV light. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have received much attention as potential carriers of the UIRs et al. (Allamandola 1995 ; Allamandola, Tielens & Barker & dÏHendecourt 1985 , 1989b Le ger 1989 ; & Puget In the PAH model of the UIRs, a Le ger 1984) . PAH molecule absorbs a UV photon, rapid internal conversion to the ground electronic state follows, and the energy of the UV photon is distributed randomly among the vibrational modes of the PAH. The PAH then cools by IR emission, thereby generating the UIRs. To assess the feasibility of the PAH-UIR hypothesis, several models have been presented in the literature in which the anticipated emission from PAHs is compared to the UIRs et al. (Allamandola Tielens & Allamandola Because of 1989a ; Schutte, 1993) . the previous dearth of information regarding the spectra of gaseous PAHs obtained under conditions of high internal excitation, previous models have not considered the process by which bands with Ðnite bandwidth at di †ering frequencies combine to produce a conglomerate spectrum.
The PAH-UIR hypothesis can be directly tested by experiment if IR emission is observed from isolated, gas phase PAHs following UV excitation. Experiments which have taken this direct approach are typically hindered by a combination of low signal and high blackbody background, which limits the results to observation of the 3.3 km CwH stretch & Barker & Barker (Brenner 1992 ; Cherchne † 1989 ; et al. et al. Suto & Lee Cook 1997 ; Schlemmer 1994 ; Shan, & Leone These experiments did 1991 ; Williams 1995) . demonstrate that the UV absorption-internal conversion-IR emission mechanism is quite general for small PAHs. The remaining problem is to demonstrate that emission 1 Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 19104-6323.
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from a population of PAHs and/or PAH cations does indeed reproduce the detailed spectral featuresÈ frequencies, bandshapes, and relative intensitiesÈof the UIRs. Alternative experimental approaches that allow observation of the entire portion of the IR spectrum relevant to the UIRs include UV laser induced desorption (UV-LID) et al. et al. and (Cook 1997 (Cook , 1996 Schlemmer 1994 ), observation of IR emission and absorption from PAHs a high temperature cell in thermal equilibrium et al. (Joblin While these experiments have provided charac-1995, 1994) . teristic spectral parameters for highly excited PAHs, the spectra of the individual small, neutral PAHs explicitly studied di †er greatly from the UIRs.
Experimental measurement of gas phase emission from the types of PAHs which are anticipated to survive in the harsh conditions of the interstellar environment currently eludes experiment. In many UIR sources (planetary nebulae and the Orion Nebula are examples) the UIR emission is observed on the H I side of an H I/H II interface, and the UIR carriers are irradiated with photon energies up to the 13.6 eV cuto †. In the context of the PAH-UIR hypothesis, these photon energies lead to a PAH population that is both largely ionized and which is robust with respect to unimolecular dissociation. Models of interstellar PAH photochemistry Leach, & Sedlmayr (Allain, 1996a , 1996b , which take into account the results of PAH photolysis experiments using synchrotron radiation et al. (Jochims  indicate that PAH cations with fewer than 50 carbon  1994),  atoms are not anticipated to be stable in regions (N C \ 50) associated with UIR generation.
In the absence of experimental emission spectra from the PAH cations, absorption data from matrix isolation experiments and the results of ab initio calculations become the sole sources of IR spectral data. These experiments and calculations clearly demonstrate that the cations provide a better match to the UIR spectra than do the neutrals. However, these methods only provide spectroscopic data for molecules under low temperature conditions. In the present paper, spectroscopic parameters from neutral PAH gas phase emission experiments performed at high excitation energy over the entire range of the UIR bands are combined with the results of ab initio calculations to provide model PAH emission spectra for PAH cations for which ab initio data currently exists. Although the currently available data do not include PAH cations with N C [ 50, the methods presented here can be applied to such cations when the rapidly advancing Ðeld of quantum chemistry provides data for them. 1995) . these experiments are excited with multiple quanta in the various vibrational modes. When a single quantum transition is observed in a particular mode, excitation in modes other than the mode of interest leads to intermode anharmonicity. Each way of partitioning the energy into the vibrational modes constitutes a di †erent state, with a unique frequency for a single quantum transition in a particular mode.
Herzberg has addressed the case in which the density of states, o(E), is small. In such a case, if a single quantum transition is observed in a high-frequency mode, a progression of sequence bands arising from discrete vibrational transitions associated with increasing quanta in a lowfrequency mode can be observed Under (Herzberg 1968) . both the conditions of UIR generation and the laboratory experiments, the density of states rapidly becomes large, as is illustrated in Such a high density of states gener- Figure 1 . ates a multitude of sequence bands which are blended into an unresolvable continuum. Because anharmonicity produces a redshift of the vibrational bands, the trend of increasing redshift and band broadening can be understood, given knowledge of this property.
Population of Excited PAH V ibrational States
The construction of additive bandshapes from a population of individual molecules in a molecular model of UIR emission requires a detailed examination of the problem ; this discussion follows the previous work of et al. Schutte and et al. When the energy (1993) Allamandola (1989b) . deposited by a single photon excitation is considered, the internal energy in a PAH following the UV absorptioninternal conversion mechanism is described by a microcanonical ensemble. The probability of Ðnding one or more quanta in any particular normal mode can be determined if the density of states is known. If P(E, i, v) is deÐned as the probability of populating mode i with v quanta at an energy E, then
In is the density of states equation (1) (Langho † 1995, private communication ; Langho † 1996) . an m-fold degenerate normal mode, then g(i, v) is given by
A canonical ensemble can be used to approximate the results of a microcanonical ensemble. In the thermal approximation, the probability Ðnding of v quanta in mode i has the following familiar form :
For an m-fold degenerate normal mode,
The e †ective temperature of a microcanonical ensemble with energy is given by the temperature at which E MC
This e †ective temperature can be determined from the vibrational heat capacity ; Vibrational heat capacities for several small PAHs are displayed in Figure 2 .
For a thermal ensemble, di †erent molecules have di †er-ent internal energies. As pointed out by et Allamandola al. when properties with a strong nonlinear dependence on E, such as the rate of unimolecular decomposition, are considered, the thermal ensemble di †ers considerably from the microcanonical ensemble. However, if emission rates from high-energy molecules in a thermal ensemble are averaged with rates from low-energy molecules, the result can be similar to that calculated from a microcanonical distribution of et have investigated di †er-E MC \ SE(T )T. Schutte al. ent methods of approximating PAH emission spectra and Ðnd that the thermal approximation is often suitable for modeling PAH emission data.
Emission from a Mode in an Excited Polyatomic
Molecule First, the intensity produced by emission from a twostate system will be considered. Since there is no apparent rotational structure in the UIRs, the emission spectrum will be discussed in terms of vibrational transitions. For a diatomic molecule, the total photon Ñux arising from a transition from an upper state (v@) to a lower state (vA) is determined by the Einstein coefficient for the transition and the population of the upper state ;
(The conventions of radiometric nomenclature are followed : the subscript q is used to denote quantities with dimensions of photons and the subscript e is used to denote quantities with dimensions of power.) Under the harmonic oscillator approximation, the Einstein coefficient for emission from higher quantum states is directly proportional to the intensity of the 0^1 transition,
When emission from highly excited molecules is observed, intermode anharmonicity typically prevents the observation of discrete bands. Therefore, all possible transitions of the following type contribute to emission observed in a band :
can be applied to polyatomic molecules. If Equation (8) both intramode and intermode anharmonicity are ignored,
where and v \ v@ since only single quantum
, transitions are considered. This also takes advantage of the relationship between the upper state population and the total number of molecules ; N v{ \ NP(v@). Since all states with contribute to the emission v i [ 0 observed in a band, the Ñux is given by the following sum :
If P(T , i, v) is used to approximate P(E, i, v), this converges to a simple result,
This result applies to both degenerate and nondegenerate modes.
T he Radiative Cascade
Photon energies in typical UIR sources can exceed 100,000 cm~1. Emission of a 1000 cm~1 photon corresponds to only B0.1% of the maximum available UV energy. Therefore, the total emitted Ñux following absorption of a UV photon includes the sum of the Ñux emitted as the molecule cools via a radiative cascade process. A detailed model of the UIR emission should include this radiative cascade. Models of UIR emission which include the radiative cascade have been presented by et al. Schutte and also by et al. (1993) Allamandola (1989b). The molecular energy loss at time t is equal to the sum of the power emitted by each band and depends on the energy at time t ;
The energy at time t can therefore be determined by the recursive relationship,
This can be solved numerically by using a discrete representation for time and evaluating the energy at time t ] dt using the energy and radiative power at time t. These relationships assume the PAHs absorb no energy from the background blackbody radiation Ðeld, which is typically B100 K. At some time the internal energy in the mol-(t f ) ecule will decay to the background thermal value and the radiative cascade can be considered complete. The total number of IR photons emitted by mode i following absorption of a UV photon is then given by
The time averaged photon Ñux emitted into the band arising from mode i is the product of the number of photons given by the preceding result and the molecular absorpf j , tion rate of UV photons at wavelength j
So far, only single UV photon energies have been considered. Under interstellar conditions, the radiation which excites the PAHs consists of a broad blackbody continuum which originates in the photosphere of a nearby star. Neglecting photoionization, the photon wavelengths which must be considered range from the 91 nm (110,000 cm~1) H I ionization threshold to the long wavelength cuto † (j min ) of the PAH absorption spectrum
For the large PAH (j max ). cations which are the most viable UIR candidates, this long-wavelength cuto † will typically extend into the visible.
At modest energies above the threshold for excitation to the upper state, the large density of states and rapid upper state dynamics, such as internal conversion, will lead to a broad absorption continuum even under isolated conditions. Therefore, the UV spectra of PAHs typically consist of very broad absorption bands ; these very broad bands are better described by empirical wavelength dependent absorption cross sections than by Einstein coefficients. If the absorption cross section is known, the molecular photon absorption rate per unit UV wavelength is simply
where has dimensions of (photons)/(area ] time E q,j (j) ] wavelength). The photon Ñux emitted into the band is now the integral of time averaged photon Ñux per unit UV wavelength,
2.5. IR Emission Spectra from a Single PAH and a Collection of PAHs The emission spectrum resulting from a transition is described by a spectral radiometric quantity which is (' q,m ), the product of the bandshape function and the total [g m (m)] Ñux m is the independent spectral variable, and can (' q ) ; take the form of frequency or wavelength. Therefore, the wavelength dependent spectrum for a single mode (i) is described as
The spectral emission from a molecule is given by the sum of the emission from the di †erent modes
In a similar manner, the emission spectrum from a collection of M di †erent molecules is given by the sum of spectra of the individual molecules
Therefore, if a bandshape function is known, the spectral emission from a collection of excited PAHs can be described by these last three equations. The bandshape function, in principle, depends on the molecule, the particular vibrational band, and the internal energy in the molecule. If emission from PAHs excited under laboratory conditions is monitored, these preceding equations are appropriate. If however, emission under interstellar conditions is considered, these preceding equations are not rigorous since the internal energy and thus the bandshape function change through the radiative cascade. This can be accounted for by including bandshape functions in and results equation (15) in the following equation for the spectral power radiated by a population of excited molecules under interstellar conditions :
3. SYNTHESIZED SPECTRA FOR NEUTRAL AND IONIZED PAHs et al. have presented a model of the Schutte (1993) PAH-UIR emission process in which simulated spectra are presented. This model is based upon a detailed analysis of the known PAH photophysics and includes the e †ects of the radiative cascade, an extremely broad PAH size range to anticipated changes in spectral (N C \ 14 N C ? 1000), parameters due to dehydrogenation, the anticipated UV absorption cross sections, and di †erences in the UV blackbody continuum between di †erent sources. Because this model included such a broad PAH size distribution, certain approximations were necessary. The long wavelength UV absorption cross section was assumed to scale with The N C . cross section short of was also assumed to be wavej max length independent, scale with and was assumed N C , p/N C to be nearly constant. Only neutral PAHs were considered for this analysis.
Similar approximations regarding the IR spectral properties were also necessary. Einstein A coefficients corresponding to CwH stretching, and CwH in and out of plane bending were assumed to scale with CwC stretching N H ; cross sections were assumed to scale with
The fre-N C . quencies for these transitions were assumed to be equal, so that the intensities in these bands from di †erent modes and di †erent PAHs would be additive. These frequencies were also assumed to occur at the UIR frequencies thought to correspond to the particular type of vibration. The contributions from the bandshapes of the individual modes were also not considered. In order to generate a synthesized spectrum from a collection of PAHs, the PAH IR frequencies and bandwidths must be considered explicitly. Of course, the frequencies of the neutral PAHs which can be chemically isolated can be measured empirically. For many of these molecules, emission spectra can be measured under astrophysically relevant conditions, as has been discussed in our recent paper (Cook et Vala 1994) . of the remainder of this report will be to generate simulated spectra based on the ab initio calculations and empirically measured spectral parameters from high-temperature emission data. Because the matrix data do not include bands which are obscured by neutral species also present in the matrix, the ab initio data, which provide the complete set of IR active transitions are used instead.
The ab initio calculations of Langho † provide a convenient set of normal mode frequencies and intensities for several neutral and ionized PAHs. Included along with the report of the ab initio calculations is a (Langho † 1996) comparison between a conglomerate stick spectrum (simply using the calculated bandstrengths in km mol~1) from several PAH cations and the spectrum of the Orion Bar. A realistic model of the PAH emission spectrum using this ab initio data and including the e †ects of high internal energy is therefore of substantial interest.
The Ðrst problem is to consider the amount of detail to place in the model. In order to simulate the conglomerate spectrum, the bandshape functions need to be included for every normal mode. If accurate relative intensities are desired, the upper state populations resulting from the radiative cascade and UV excitation must be considered. However, the PAHs considered explicitly here are somewhat small for the PAH-UIR hypothesis. Absorption of photons with energies as high as 100,000 cm~1 dissociates the small molecules included in the model (such as pyrene and phenanthrene). The relative intensities calculated under such conditions are not anticipated to be representative of the relative intensities of the larger molecules which are acknowledged to be better candidates for UIR emission. If, on the other hand, a relatively simple thermal approximation is made for the upper state populations, the upper state populations and relative intensities for a small PAH and a large PAH at the same temperature will be similar. Because of these considerations, the emission is calculated for a collection of PAHs at a single temperature, and the spectral photon Ñux is described by
Since the UIR spectra are usually presented in dimensions of power per unit wavelength, rather than photons per wavenumber, the following conversion is necessary :
The result now can be conveniently expressed in units of kW nm~1 (mole of sample)~1. An equal mole fraction of each molecule is assumed. Using equations and the spectrum can be (23) (24), described with the following set of parameters : the frequencies and Einstein A coefficients for each mode of each molecule, the bandwidths for the Lorentzian bandshape functions for each mode, and the temperature. The cation and neutral ab initio frequencies and intensities for the nine PAHs listed in are taken from the literature Figure 3 The intensities reported in units of km (Langho † 1996) . mol~1 and were converted to Einstein A coefficients with the following relationship :
. (25) An increasing redshift with vibrational temperature is an important aspect regarding the spectroscopy of PAHs with high internal energy. Since the ab initio quantities are calculated for PAHs at zero temperature, it is necessary to deter- 
This is an empirical relationship, based on measurements of bands at high temperature. It is unknown whether this relationship remains linear when extrapolated to zero temperature ; therefore, does not necessarily correspond to l L (0) the ab initio frequency. For determination of the temperature-dependent redshift when starting with an ab initio frequency the following relationship,
where
should be used. can be considered to be an empirical *l RS shift between the extrapolated zero K value from hightemperature emission experiments and the ab initio frequency. For naphthalene and ovalene, Joblin and co-workers provided redshift data for only the 3.3 km band. More extensive data was provided for bands arising from pyrene and coronene. Values of s(T ) and are presented *l RS in for the individual bands and the mean values. Table 1 The redshift data are grouped into di †erent PAH spectral regions.
The 3.3 km bands are the result of multiple normal modes. Therefore, for the purpose of comparison, an e †ec-tive ab initio frequency must be determined. For these modes, an e †ective frequency is determined using a weighted average,
Characteristic Lorentzian bandwidths for these transitions have been obtained from the parameters from the UV-LID SPIRES experiments described elsewhere (Cook et al. The two largest PAHs studied, perylene and 1997). coronene, are thought to be more representative of the UIR carriers. These molecules consistently exhibit bandwidths which are smaller than or equal to the UIR bandwidths. On the other hand, the complete ensemble of PAHs studied by the UV-LID technique produce average bandwidths greater than the bandwidths of the corresponding UIR bands ; any model which uses these parameters can never faithfully reproduce the observed UIR spectra. Therefore, the average individual bandwidths for perylene and coronene are used to model the UIR spectra in the present study.
The 3.3 km band is consistently observed for every PAH studied and also appears in the ab initio calculations with a similar regularity. Since the temperature-dependent redshift is incorporated into the model, an e †ective temperature can be determined by Ðtting the calculated 3.3 km band to a UIR band at 3.3 km. The spectrum of NGC 7027 was used to determine the temperature et al.
A slightly (Roche 1996) . modiÐed version of was used to Ðt the temequation (27) perature, using data for the nine neutral PAHs listed in TABLE 1 PAH TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT REDSHIFTS 1995) . b E †ective 3.3 km ab initio frequencies were determined using eq. 3539 (Langho † 1996) .
c Rounded to the nearest 0.5. d A trend arises when the 3.3 km bands are examined ; s(T ) increases with increasing PAH size. Because the interest is on obtaining parameters for larger PAHs, naphthalene was excluded from the determination of the mean value of s(T ). 
Value C is an arbitrary multiplicative constant, and is determined from The two free ' q,l z (j) equation (23). parameters are C and T . The results of this Ðt are displayed in A temperature of 1022 K is obtained with a Figure 4 . 95% conÐdence interval of^7.7 K. Because it is not known how closely the temperature-dependent redshift of the calculated spectrum matches the actual redshift of the PAHs thought to generate the UIR band, the conÐdence interval merely describes the ability of the model to Ðt the data, rather than an actual uncertainty of the temperature of the carriers of this UIR band. From this temperature Figure 2 , corresponds to 33,400 cm~1 of energy in coronene. If larger molecules are considered, the energy per degree of freedom can be assumed to be relatively constant. Coronene has 102 vibrational degrees of freedom, which gives 327.4 cm~1 per degree of freedom. A larger and potentially more relevant PAH such as would have 258 degrees of freedom C 66 H 22 and approximately 84,000 cm~1 of internal energy. Therefore, the amount of vibrational excitation in these molecules if a constant temperature of 1022 K is assumed appears to be relevant to the PAH-UIR problem.
The calculated spectra for neutral and ionized PAHs which use equations and along with the (23) (24) parametersÈintensities, temperature-dependent frequencies, bandwidths, and temperatureÈwhich have now been discussed are displayed in
In the interstellar Figure 5 . environment, larger PAHs with lower e †ective temperatures would be expected to contribute to the lower frequency transitions. In addition, the radiative cascade would lead to a lower temperature contribution to the emission which is not considered in the model. Therefore, it is also interesting to consider the spectrum generated when temperatures of 500 and 300 K are used ; these are displayed in Figures and 6 7. For both the neutrals and cations, none of these temperatures reproduces the UIR intensities particularly well. At 1022 K, the calculated spectrum for the neutrals is dominated by the 3.3 km CwH stretching band. Next in intensity are the CwC stretching bands (6 to 8 km), which are in   FIG. 4 .ÈDetermination of temperature for modeled emission spectra from Ðt of to UIR data. The NGC 7027 spectrum is from et eq. (30) Roche al.
Results of Ðt : T \ 1022^7.7 K ; C \ 0.66^0.02. (1996) . turn much greater in intensity than are the CwH bending bands (11 to 15 km). For the neutral PAHs, the relative intensity of the calculated CwH stretching band remains much larger than the corresponding UIR band when the lower T spectra are examined. In the case of the cations at 1022 K, the CwC stretching bands are the strongest. However the calculated relative intensity for the 3.3 km band is still too high when compared to the UIRs. At 500 K, the relative intensity of the CwH stretching band is greatly reduced and the relative intensity of the CwH stretching transition is smaller than the comparable UIR band. At 300 K, the relative intensity of the CwH bending bands is strong when compared to the UIRs.
Since a rigorous model of the UIRs would include contributions from PAHs of di †erent sizes and di †erent temperatures, discrepancies in relative intensity between calculated and UIR spectra involving of bands in di †erent parts of the spectrum are not especially signiÐcant. Consider the relative intensity of the cation CwH stretch ; it is low when compared to the UIRs at 500 K and high when compared to the UIRs at 1022 K. A more detailed model could certainly reproduce the CwH stretch to CwC stretch UIR intensity ratios if the radiative cascade were considered and the proper PAH size distribution were used.
However, discrepancies involving relative intensities for bands close in frequency are not easily explained even if a multiple temperature distribution is considered. For example, the relative intensities of the solo and duo CwH OOP bending bands for the neutrals are strong when compared to the bands for the trios. However, this trend appears to be reversed in the calculated spectrum of the PAH cations.
In determining the ability of the calculated spectra to reproduce the detailed features of the UIRs, the 500 K spectra might actually be more relevant because the longer wavelengths are expected to be dominated by emission from cooler PAHs. The neutrals come closer to reproducing the 11.2 km band ; however the neutral spectrum is still dominated by a strong peak which is outside the envelope of the 11.2 km UIR band. In the 6È9 km region, a strong peak is observed in the neutral spectrum at 6.2 km which is very similar to the corresponding UIR band. A similar peak appears in the cation spectrum ; however, it is shifted red of the 6.2 km UIR band. The cations come closer to reproducing the broad 7.7 km feature than do the neutrals, but the shape of the 7.7 km feature is not reproduced. In both the neutral and cation spectra, a strong peak is observed slightly blue of 7.0 km, in between the 6.2 and 7.7 km UIR peaks.
In order to reproduce the narrow 6.2 and 11.2 km UIR bands, the carriers must consistently exhibit bands at these positions with a consistency similar to that which is observed with the 3.3 km emission. In addition, the carriers of the UIRs must, in general, exhibit an absence of strong bands in the gap between the 6.2 and 7.7 km UIR features. The PAHs used in these model spectra simply do not meet these criteria ; hence they do not reproduce the details of the UIR spectra. The auto soot Raman spectrum of et al. does a far better job of reproAllamandola (1985) ducing the details of the UIRs between 5 and 10 km. However, it should be noted that the simulated spectra reported here only included data for nine PAHs, all of which are probably too small to survive in the UV radiation Ðelds typically associated with UIR generation. Therefore, The BD ]30¡ 3639 spectrum is from et al. Fig. 3 . Allamandola (1989a) .
it remains to be determined whether a population of larger PAHs, which would be more relevant to the PAH-UIR hypothesis, will reproduce the details of the UIR spectra. Although the simulated spectra presented here do not precisely reproduce the UIRs, the methods used for the simulated spectra appear to provide a promising means of testing the PAH-UIR hypothesis given a set of frequencies and intensities. If advances in theory and computational power make calculations for PAHs with possible, 50 \ N C these methods could help determine whether a population of larger PAHs could reproduce the UIR bands at an acceptable level of detail.
Finally, it is of interest to compare the calculated spectra of the individual neutral PAHs with the UV-LID/SPIRES spectra. These spectra are compared in Although Figure 7 . it is tempting to obtain a temperature through Ðtting the relative intensities of the measured bands, the problems associated with obtaining accurate relative intensities make such an interpretation of questionable value.
CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical aspects of reproducing the UIR features by associating them with a collection of PAHs and using bandshape functions have been discussed. Experimentally obtained spectral parameters characteristic of highly excited PAHs were used to model the UIR bands. Ab initio The BD ]30¡ 3639 spectrum is from et al. Fig. 3 . Allamandola (1989a) .
intensities and frequencies, and temperature-dependent redshift data from the literature, were also used as parameters for this model. The spectra for the neutral PAHs generated by the model di †er substantially from the UIRs. Although the spectra calculated for the PAH cations resemble the UIRs more closely than do the neutrals, these calculated spectra still exhibit signiÐcant discrepancies from the UIR spectra. Therefore, it appears unlikely that a collection of small PAHs can reproduce the details of the UIR (N C [ 30) spectra. If advances in theory and computational power make the calculation of intensities and frequencies of larger PAHs (or other potential carriers, such as hydrogenated carbon clusters without the hydrogen terminated graphitic PAH structure) possible, then the methods used for these simulations could be used to assess whether a collection of larger molecules could reproduce the UIR spectra.
This work was supported by grants from the NASA Astrophysics and Exobiology Programs. (Cook 1997 ) : perylene, (c) pyrene, and (d) phenanthrene. A temperature of 1022 K was used for the calculated spectra of all PAHs except coronene, for which a temperature of 814 K was used. The 955 cm~1 peak in the coronene spectrum is thought to be from either a contaminant or a photolysis product and is marked with an asterisk. A plateau which is thought to be an artifact was observed around the 1311 cm~1 coronene peak and has been subtracted out.
